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ASCP International 
Certification

Now Open in 28 Countries

The American Society for Clinical Pathology Board of Registry (BOR) has expanded international certification 
from five countries to 28 – offering certification, lifelong education, network opportunities and other services 
in countries seeking to strengthen clinical laboratories. These countries were defined as “Primary Order of 
Investigation” countries at the April 2008 Globalization Committee meeting.

Verifying Academic Education

ASCPi Advisory Boards assist with confirming the eligibility of applicants in several countries, including 
Guyana, Hong Kong, Korea, the Philippines, Saudi Arabia, and Singapore.  The ASCP BOR continues to 
develop relationships with professional associations, program officials, and government leaders to reduce the 
need for transcript evaluations in other areas.  The ASCP International web site is regularly updated to reflect 
documentation requirements.

Argentina
Australia
Bermuda
Brazil
Chile
China
Costa Rica
Czech Republic
Dominican Republic
Greece

Guyana
Hong Kong
India
Jamaica
Japan
Korea
Kuwait
Poland
Panama
Philippines

Qatar
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Taiwan
Trinidad & Tobago
Turkey
United Arab Emirates
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AnnouncementS
New Advisory Boards
Taiwan and Saudi Arabia join the International 
Consortium for ASCPi, with the formation of in-
country Advisory Boards.  Preliminary initial 
appointments are as follows:

Taiwan Advisory Board
Tsu Lan Wu, Chair 
Chuan-Liang Kao
Chun-Nan Lee
Homg-Mo Lee
Shu-Chu Shiesh
Yih-Hsin Chang
Hsiu-Chin Fan
Kuo-Chien Tsao 

Saudi Arabia Advisory Board
Nikolaos Chantziantoniou, Chair
Abdullah Al-Angery
Hanaa Salem Bamefleh
Victoria Rani Leo

Advertising  
in the 
Caribbean

Advertisements 
were published 
in The Trinidad 
Guardian in 
San Fernando, 
Trinidad and The 
Daily Gleaner in 
Kingston, Jamaica 
on October 6, 
2008.  Watch for 
more throughout 
the world in the 
coming months.

Congratulations to the First ASCPi 
Applicants from Hong Kong  to Pass 
the  International Phlebotomy Exam!

ASCP BOR delegates meet with 
the American Association for 
Clinical Chemistry (AACC)

Jennifer Young, CT(ASCP)CM, Manager of 
International Certification and Jennifer Sherdan, 
PBT(ASCP)CM, Assistant Manager of International 
Certification traveled to Washington, D.C. during 
the July 27-31 2008 AACC Annual Meeting.  
During the visit they met with Jean Rhame, 
Director of Professional Affairs and David Sainato, 
Professional Affairs Manager to learn from AACC’s 
well established international presence and discuss 
means for potential future collaboration.  A meeting 
was also arranged with Kuwait Advisory Board Chair, 
Dr. Mohammad Al-Jafar, Board Member & CEO, 
United Laboratories Co., Cecil Dunn, MT(ASCP) 
and Dr. Hassan Azzazy and Dr. Moamena Kamel 
of Egypt to discuss pathways for their respective 
programs to meet eligibility requirements for 
international examinations.  Globalization  
Co-Chair, Ellen Hope Kearns, PhD, SH(ASCP)H, 
MASCP, was instrumental in arranging this meeting 
and later provided a presentation at the U.S. 
Department of State to a delegation of Regional 
Medical Technologists representing countries to 
include Nigeria, Senegal, Egypt, Germany, China, 
India, Russia and more.  The ASCPi presentation 
for U.S. Embassy-based Regional Medical 
Technologists overseas was very well received 
by all participants.  There was a great deal of 
support for, and interest in ASCPi from many of the 
representatives.

THE GLEANER, MONDAY, OCTOBER 6, 2008  |  FEATURE A11

‘DPP’s case not compelling’
PUBLIC DEFENDER, Earl Witter
says Director of Public Prose-
cutions (DPP) Paula Llewellyn has
not presented a compelling case for
the right of appeal to be conferred
on her, in cases where bail is grant-
ed by a court to an accused, who is
alleged to have committed specific
offences.

His comment came last week
during his presentation to the joint
select committee of Parliament,
deliberating on six, anti-crime bills.

Witter was responding to an ear-
lier contribution by Llewellyn, who
told the committee that the right of
appeal by the DPP would only
apply in respect of minority of
cases.

The right of appeal by the DPP is
contained in a bill titled: “An Act
to Amend the Bail Act”. It pro-
vides, in the case of specified
offences, that the onus would be on
the defendant to satisfy the court
that bail should be granted.
Additionally, it confers upon the
DPP, a right of appeal in cases
where bail is granted by the court.

“With respect, we cannot in our
office derive much comfort from
the suggestion that this right of
appeal would be confined to a
minority of cases, because we
don’t know what a minority might
amount to,” he said.

A REBUKE
Obviously dissatisfied with the

provision in the proposed law,
Witter argued that the conferment
of the right of appeal on the prose-
cution “implies a rebuke of the
present generation of judges and
magistrates”.

“It is just not correct to say that
judges and our magistrates are too
soft in relation to the grant of bail.”

Cautioning against the accept-
ance of this provision in the Bill,
the Public Defender said that, in
the absence of legal aid, the
accused would be “shut out from
the proceedings”.

He said the presiding judge
would be in the uncomfortable
position of hearing one side 
only, when the legal system was
adversarial.

“The bail awardee is incarcerated
somewhere, he is unrepresented,
while the prosecutor and the judge
are closeted in chambers, dis-
cussing whether or not bail ought

to have been granted in the first
place,” Witter declared.

The committee is to meet later
this month as it moves closer to
concluding its deliberations.

An Act to Amend the Bail Act
Offences requiring special
provision for the grant of
bail

� Murder
� Arson of a dwelling house
� Extortion
� Offences under the

Firearms Act including:
� Importation, exportation

and transhipment of firearms
or ammunition

� Manufacture or dealing in
firearms or ammunition or pro-
hibited weapons

� Acquisition or disposal of
firearms

� Possession of firearms or
ammunition

� Use or possession of
firearm or imitation in certain
circumstances

� Specific offences under
the Offences Against the
Person Act

� Specific offences under
the Dangerous Drugs Act

� Offences under the
Trafficking in Persons
(Prevention, Suppression and
Punishment) Act

� Trafficking in Children
under the Child Care and
Protection Act

WITTER LLEWELLYN

Attention all Medical Technologists!

Apply Online Today: www.ascp.org/international

Certification by the American Society for Clinical Pathology (ASCP), the leader in
certification for over 80 years, is the gold standard for demonstrating competence
as proven with over 426,000 certified individuals. Certification credentials from
the ASCP provide those individuals who work in the laboratory great respect and
enormous recognition amongst their peers and employers across the world.

Testing centers are located in Kingston and throughout the region and world!

For the first time in history, international certification for 
laboratory professionals by the ASCP is available for Jamaica!

AACC
Annual Meeting 2008
July 27-31, 2008   Washington, DC
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2008-2009 Globalization Committee  
Co-Chair Appointments

Per a new policy passed this October, recently elected  
Ellen Hope Kearns, PhD, SH(ASCP)H, MASCP joins Immediate Past 
Chair of the ASCP BOR Board of Governors, Cindy Johns, MSA, 
MT(ASCP)CMSHCM, in the position of Co-Chair of the ASCP BOR 
Globalization Committee. Dr. Hope-Kearns, Immediate Past-Vice 
Chair of the Globalization Committee, has been with the Globalization 
Committee since it’s inception as a Taskforce and an ASCP member 
for over 30 years.  Her dedication to the improvement of global health 
through international certification for laboratory professionals has 
been repeatedly evidenced throughout her career.  Ellen is currently 
Professor Emeritus at California State University Dominguez Hills.  
She also has served as consultant to the ASCP Institute’s PEPFAR 
(Presidents Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief) initiatives in Guyana 
and Namibia and is a member of the Institute’s PEPFAR Pre-Service 
Training Curriculum Work Group.  Her research and special interests 
focus on international certification and biomedical science education, 
student exchanges, and distance education. Ellen has developed 
and directed numerous international education programs for health 
professionals including programs in Australia, Scandinavia, and the 
United Kingdom. She has authored numerous articles and presented 
papers at professional conferences addressing topics such as 
e-learning, e-portfolios, and international education and certification 
at the national and international levels.

Cynthia S. Johns, MSA, MT(ASCP)CM SHCM served two terms in the 
office of Chair of the BOR BOG and represented the BOR BOG on 
the ASCP Board of Directors.  She is the Chair of the Nominating 
Committee, and she is the Board Liaison to the Laboratory 
Informatics Qualification Committee.  Ms. Johns started as a BOR 
volunteer in 1999 as an ASCP Associate Council representative to 
the BOG.  Throughout the years, she has served as Board Liaison to 
the Joint Generalist and Phlebotomy Examination Committees, Chair 
of the Long-Range Planning Committee of the BOG, a member of 
the Finance Committee and a member of the Committee for Policy 
Review/Revision and Creation and member of the Taskforce on 
Certification Maintenance.

Ellen Hope Kearns, PhD, SH(ASCP)H, MASCP

Cynthia S. Johns, MSA, MT(ASCP)CM SHCM

We welcome Cindy and Ellen in this new capacity and thank 
former Chair, Kathleen Becan-McBride, EdD, MT(ASCP)CM for all her 
efforts for Globalization. We wish Kathy continued success in her new 
role as Chair of the ASCP BOR Board of Governors.  
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PAMET USA  
National Convention
August 27-31, 2008

 
 
 
 
The Philippine Association of Medical Technologists 
(PAMET)-USA 11th National Convention was held in 
Houston, Texas August 27 -31, 2008.  Congratulations 
to PAMET-USA in celebrating its 20th birthday this 
year. It was impressive to see through the PAMET-
USA exhibits that their organization is thriving with so 
many national, state and local activities.  The PAMET-
USA organization has state chapters that go into their 
respective communities and donate their professional 
expertise at health fairs to provide laboratory testing 
and health education among many other altruistic 
activities. Not only have the efforts been beneficial 
health-wise to these communities, but the visibility of 
medical technologists in the communities has allowed 
these communities to become knowledgeable of the 
laboratory profession.

I was formally invited as the Guest of Honor for the 
Opening Session of the PAMET-USA 11th National 
Convention.  I felt honored and delighted to open 
their meeting.  At the Opening Ceremony, the PAMET 
members had dressed in Filipino formal attire and with 
banners held high for each state chapter, the members 
paraded through the hotel singing the Filipino National 
Anthem and other songs from the Philippines.  

Following the Opening Ceremony, I participated as 
an invited speaker and delivered a presentation on 
International Certification through ASCPi to a full 
audience of 85+ participants.  A brief meeting was 
also held with a delegation from the Philippines who 
were in attendance.  The PAMET members were 
all very receptive and very interested in all aspects 
related to applying and taking the international 
examinations.  

I have attended national meetings of various 
organizations over the years, but I will always 
remember this national meeting as a very special 
one due to the camaraderie and friendliness of the 
PAMET-USA members!

Submitted by:  
Kathleen Becan-McBride, EdD, 
MT(ASCP)CM

Chair, BOR Board of Governors
Immediate Past Chair, BOR 
Globalization Committee
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As part of a comprehensive global strategy for the 
ASCP, the department of Global Outreach within 
the ASCP Institute will join efforts with the ASCP 
Board of Registry to provide a booth detailing ASCP’s 
international certification and PEPFAR initiatives at 
the Global Health Council’s 36th Annual Conference 
held at the Omni Shoreham Hotel in Washington, D.C. 
from Tuesday, May 26 - Saturday, May 30, 2009.

According to the Global Health website, “The 
Global Health Council’s 36th Annual Conference, 
New Technologies + Proven Strategies = Healthy 
Communities, will highlight the ways in which 

technologies in combination with best practices and 
evidence-based policies improve health around the 
world.”

The Mission of the Global Health Council aligns with 
the goals of ASCP’s department of Global Outreach 
and International Certification efforts, and this 
Conference will be an opportune venue to promote 
ASCP international programs.

For more information please visit:  www.globalhealth.org/
conference_2009/   

Vincent S. Gallicchio, Ph.D., MT(ASCP), 
Dp(hon), FRSA, FASAHP
President Elect, IFBLS
Member, ASCP BOR Globalization 
Committee 

IFBLS  World Congress 2010
The Department of Global Outreach within the ASCP Institute and 
the ASCP BOR will also be collaborating for promotion of the 2010 
International Federation of Biomedical Laboratory Science (IFBLS) 
World Congress in Nairobi, Kenya hosted by the Association of Kenya 
Medical Laboratory Officers (AKMLSO). Kaitlin Sandhaus, Senior Project 
Manager, Department of Global Outreach will meet with representatives 
from AKMLSO in Nairobi, Kenya, to discuss logistics, challenges, 
successes, and opportunities for improvement for the 2010 conference. 
The staff of the Department of Global Outreach will collaborate with 
members of AKMLSO, the Kenya Medical and Laboratory Technicians 
and Technologists Board (KMLTTB), the Kenya Ministry of Health and 
Social Welfare, and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention—
Kenya to ensure the success of this highly visible meeting.  In addition 
to these key players, Vincent Gallicchio, President Elect of IFBLS and 
ASCP BOR Globalization Committee member will be present to assist the 
hosting organizations with the process. 

Said Dr. Gallicchio of his newly appointed position within IFBLS, “It is a 
great honor to be elected to this role, and I look forward to working with 
the international community to continue our work to improve both the 
consistency of standards in laboratories throughout the world and the 
professionalism of laboratory scientists.”

36th Annual International  
Conference Global Health
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The 28th World Congress of Biomedical Laboratory 
Science, organized by the All India Institute of Medical 
Technologists(AIIMT) and sponsored by the All India 
Medical Laboratory Technologists Association(AIMLTA) 
was held in New Delhi, India from August 24th to 
28th, 2008, drawing an attendance of laboratory 
professionals from countries 
around the world.  
ASCP was well represented at 
an ASCP exhibit booth where 
Jennifer Young, CT(ASCP)
CM, Manager of International 
Certification, ASCP Board 
of Registry(BOR); Kaitlin 
Sandhaus, Senior Project 
Manager, Department of 
Global Outreach; and Isha 
Ruparel, MA, Membership 
Development Manager, ASCP 
Membership displayed information on international 
certification, continuing education opportunities, free 
student membership, and ASCP PEPFAR initiatives.  
Visitors began arriving at the ASCP booth as soon 
as setup began, seven hours before the exhibit hall 
was scheduled to officially open!  The ASCP booth 
maintained a high and steady level of interest from 
conference attendees throughout the event.
The first face-to-face meeting was conducted with 
ASCP India Advisory Board Chair and Member of 
the IFBLS World Congress Organizing Committee, 
Margoob Hasan, M.Sc(MT), PGDHAM.  Topics of 
discussion included the purpose and responsibilities 
of the International Advisory Boards, the international 
certification process, differences between the national 
and international certifications, and marketing 

options.  Mr. Hasan was provided ASCPi international 
certification brochures for distribution and assisted 
with the placement of the first advertisement in the 
Times of India, a major local newspaper.
ASCP delegate J. Young also had the honor of 
conducting the first meeting with Tsu-Lan Wu, 

President of the Taiwan 
Society for Laboratory 
Medicine (TSLM); Chuan-Liang 
Kao, Past President TSLM; 
Chin-Min Wang, Secretary 
General TSLM; and Kuo-Chien 
Tsao, Director TSLM.  Taiwan 
has finalized the membership 
of their Advisory Board and 
is pleased to be approved 
for ASCP international 
examinations.  The Taiwan 
group is also very interested 

in assisting ASCP with International Certification for 
China and held the TSLM Annual Congress November 
15-16, 2008.
On the third day of the Congress, J. Young was 
invited by Mr. Hasan to join the Student Round Table 
Discussion to announce the availability of ASCP 
international certification to a total of 28 countries 
worldwide, including India.  This was a particularly 
rewarding experience during the Congress, as there 
is nothing more inspiring than students’ enthusiasm 
and concern for their chosen laboratory profession.  
The announcement was met with much interest 
by applicants from the eligible countries, 
and information on ASCP free student 
membership was distributed to all in 
attendance.  

International Federation of Biomedical 
Laboratory Science (IFBLS) 28th World 
Congress – Trip Report

“We need to increase the visibility of Medical 
Technologists to the general public and tout their 
position as professionals.” 

-- Frequently overheard at the panel discussion, “Biomedical 
Laboratory Science Problem in South East Asia.”

From left to right: Isha Ruparel, Membership; Jennifer Young, 
Board of Registry; Margoob Hasan, ASCP BOR India Advisory 
Board; Kaitlin Sandhaus, Global Outreach
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The formal announcement on the expansion of 
international certification to additional countries was 
made again on the fourth day of the Congress, August 
27th, in the Corporate Lecture & Workshop held in 
one of the main exhibit halls, when a presentation 
on ASCP International Certification was delivered 
to an audience of interested students, professors, 
and Congress attendees.  Vincent Gallicchio, Ph.D., 
MT(ASCP), Dp(hon), FRSA, FASAHP President-Elect 
of IFBLS and ASCP BOR Globalization Committee 
member also discussed the international certification 
option during his presentation on International 

Biomedical Science Education.  
Looking forward, the next IFBLS World Congress 
is to be held in Nairobi, Kenya in 2010.  A formal 
discussion was held with Tura Galgalo and Margaret 
Mbura (CDC-Kenya) and Professor Japheth Magambo 
(Kenya Medical Laboratory Technical Training Board) 
in conjunction with Kaitlin Sandhaus.  The individuals 

requested ASCP BOR begin working on a path to 
international certification approval for Kenya by 2010.  
Ms. Sandhaus has begun working with the group to 
complete the required needs assessment.

Additional contacts were made with Dr. Kyoko 
Komatsu, Executive Director of The Japanese 
Association of Medical Technologists (JAMT) and 
Manager of the Department of Pathology at Kyorin 
University Hospital as well as Michel Silvestri, PhD, of 
the Karolinska Institutet, Sweden.  ASCP looks forward 
to continuing discussions on certification for these 

regions in the future.
Overall, the Congress was an excellent opportunity 
for the various partners to gather, share and learn 
from one another’s experiences and a perfect 
venue for increasing awareness of international 
certification, ASCPi.

Share Your 
Trip Report

Did you attend the IFBLS World Congress in India?  Please share your 
experience with us. Email jennifer.sherdan@ascp.org to have your story 
and or event photos included in our next issue!  

Gains from 
Globalization:

Benchmarking•	
Exchange (Education & Research)•	
Collaboration (Education & Research)•	
Regulation – Patient Safety•	
Emigration/Free Movement (“Permanent Exchange”)•	
Development (Professional, Cultural, Local and National Levels)•	

-Michel Silvestri, PhD
Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden
Special Lecture: Globalization of Biomedical Laboratory Science: What’s in it for Us?

BOR International Manager, Jennifer Young with representatives of the Taiwan 
Society of Laboratory Medicine (TSLM)

(right) India Advisory Board member Margoob Hasan and International 
Manager Jennifer Young with participants in the Student Forum at the IFBLS 
World Congress, New Delhi, India.
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Introduction 
Dr. Ellen Hope Kearns, Co-Chair of the ASCP-BOR 
Globalization Committee, was invited to participate in 
the People to People Ambassador Programs Laboratory 
Delegation to Russia in October, 2008. The Laboratory 
Delegation included 24 laboratory practitioners, 
educators, and laboratory administrators. The leader 
of the Delegation was Shirlyn McKenzie, Ph.D., CLS 
(NCA), Professor and Chair of the Department of 
Clinical Laboratory Sciences at the University of Texas 
Health Science Center in San Antonio. Scheduled 

professional meetings took place at major medical 
colleges and hospitals in Moscow and St. Petersburg.  
The professional program focused on discussions 
related to health services and medical laboratory 
services in Russia and the United States. Some 
topics of discussion included: certification, healthcare 
delivery, education and research, laboratory practices, 

laboratory workforce, patient safety, laboratory testing, 
quality assurance, salary and vacancy rates, and 
phlebotomy. With rare exception, Russian colleagues 
did not speak English, nor did the delegates speak 
Russian. Therefore, bi-lingual Russian-English 
interpreters were employed throughout the program.

Professional meetings took place at the following 
venues: Moscow Sklifosovsky Research Institute for 
Emergency Medicine; Moscow Medical College No. 
1, Governmental Education Institution of the Moscow 

Health Department; the Saint-Petersburg Pavlov 
Medical State Medical University; and Leningradsky 
Oblast Regional Hospital. 

Discussion 
It is not feasible to provide details of 
each site visit that took place during the 

U.S. Delegation of Laboratory 
Professionals Visits Russia

Submitted by: Ellen Hope Kearns, PhD, SH(ASCP)H, MASCP

Globalization Co-Chair,  
Dr. Ellen Hope-Kearns poses with 
representatives of the People 
to People Ambassador Program 
U.S. Laboratory Delegation to 
Russia at the courtyard entrance 
of Leningradsky Oblast Regional 
Hospital, where the delegates were 
greeted by Dr. Alexander Petrov, 
the Hospital’s Medical Director.
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Laboratory Delegation’s two weeks stay in Russia. 
Therefore, the discussion below will be limited to an 
overview of some information obtained during the site 
visit to Moscow Medical College No. 1. 

The Medical College No: 1 has a 55 year professional 
history.  This College is considered to be at the leading 
edge of medical education reform in Russia.  They 
specialize in training persons in specific areas of health 
care to meet the modern needs of their healthcare 
system.  They work in four areas of specialty including: 
Medical Technology, Nursing, Health Work, and 
Obstetrics. The College collaborates with a number of 
educational institutions in Germany, the Netherlands, 
the United Kingdom, and the United States, with the 
main goal of improving its educational levels.

The host, Svetlana A. Mukhina, has a Master of 
Medical Science degree and is the College Director. 
She is also an Honored Teacher of the Russian 
Federation. Ms. Mukhina and other Medical College 
faculty delivered presentations. Below are some key 
points from the presentations. 

The Medical Technology Department is one of the first 
in Russia to develop a new education course to train 
Medical Technologists using a curriculum that meets 
international standards.  There are now a total of three 
such programs in Russia.  Medical College No: 1 is the 
only such program in Moscow.  This program includes two 
levels of training, Medical Technologist [MT] and Medical 
Laboratory Technician [MLT]. The College considers these 
professionals to be capable of implementing all kinds of 
clinical investigations [testing] at the most advanced level 
using modern technology and equipment.  The curriculum 
includes studies in the areas of:

1. General Clinical Studies
2. Biochemistry
3. Hematology
4. Microbiology/Parasitology/Mycology
5. Virology
6. Molecular Genetics
7. Histology and Pathology
8. Virology
9. Immunology
10. Immunohematology
11. Histology/Cytology

The College has cooperated with and obtained 
information from other People to People delegations to 
help in curriculum development.  The prior process, 14 
years ago, was a two year program for the development 

of the MLT professional and than another two years 
for the development of the Medical Technologists.  
The current protocol is a three year program for the 
MLT and another year for the Medical Technologist.  
The MLT program includes a total of 4300 hours of 
studies over the course of 2 years and 10 months.  
This is broken into 1345 hours of theoretical study, 
2955 hours of practical study and 1290 hours of self 
preparation.  The extended level of study to the level 
of Medical Technologist is an additional 10 months 
of study, 1351 hours, which includes 179 hours of 
theoretical study, 837 of practical study and 335 
hours of self preparation.  We understood an hour in 
this context to equate to what we [in America] would 
consider a course lecture or laboratory hour.  The Staff 
expressed that students do have a clinical laboratory 
internship experience.  This experience occurs at 
various institutions in and around Moscow including 
the Moscow Medical Center, Medical Genetic Center, 
Russian Cancer Research Center and Hematologic 
Center.

The model program is based on the competencies 
which employers have expressed they need in the 
areas of analytic and management skills. Graduates 
of the program can apply for Certification. Post 
graduate studies are also available. They are 144 
hours and include areas of Clinical laboratory research, 
Biochemistry Research, Pathology Research, Toxicology 
and Laboratory Diagnostics. Of special note is that 
the College also trains nurses in clinical laboratory 
diagnostics in a program comprised of 1400 hours.

In 2009 the College expects to introduce the new 
Standards of Education developed by the Ministry of 
Health.  Ms. Mukhina chairs the Government group 
in charge of this task.  They also hope they can begin 
to develop staff and curriculum to train specialists 
in management and education. The College faculty 
expressed that they have difficulty obtaining modern 
equipment for the students to use during the Program.  
They also expressed a desire to add Quality Control of 
Laboratory Research to the curriculum.

Despite the language barrier, the dialogue was very 
informative and meaningful. Interactions were very 
cordial between, and among, College faculty and 
delegates.  
Discussions were very lively. The following is a sampling 
of questions and answers:

USA: Could you elaborate on the education to train 
nurses to be MTs?
Hosts: In the past 15 years there has been a move 
to international standards and more MTs are needed. 
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The market of people interested in becoming MLTs and 
MTs is small and nurses are an available pool.  A high 
number of them are interested in becoming an MT and 
there is a considerable overlap of curriculum between 
the nurse and laboratory program, thus it makes sense 
to capitalize on these facts.  This may be temporary if 
the pool of MLT and MT applicants increases.

USA: Can you define what academic degree is 
awarded at the MLT and MT levels?
Hosts: The 3 year level is a medical technician and 
the 4 year level is a medical technologist in Clinical 
Diagnostics, similar to an American Bachelor of 
Science.

USA: Within the clinical laboratory, what percentage 
of personnel are MTs versus MLTs?
Hosts: 20% MTs and 80% MLTs.

USA: Is the application for Certification an exam?
Hosts: Yes, it is a government exam developed 
by specialists in multiple areas. Depending on the 
specialty, recertification occurs every 3 to 5 years.

USA: What is the requirement to become a Specialist 
in an area of the laboratory?
Hosts: In the example of a specialty in Hematology, 
156 base hours plus 74 extended hours of study are 
required.

USA: Do you have any professional organizations for 
laboratory professionals?
Hosts: Yes, the Russian Association of Medical 
Technologists.

USA: Do you offer any special training for Phlebotomy 
in your programs?
Hosts: Specimen collection is performed by nurses 
and they take the course at the Medical College No: 1.  
MLTs and MTs do not collect blood.

Hosts: Are your students allowed to work on actual 
equipment used in patient testing in the practicum?
USA: Yes. The practicum length varies by state, some 
are several months and some may be as long as 52 
weeks [California]. 

Hosts: Is the scope of practice of the MT different 
from the MLT?
USA: This varies from State to State. Depending 
on the State, New York as an example, MLTs may 
not be in supervisory positions.  Some States may 
follow the Federal Regulation on this point requiring 
a certain number of years of experience to be in a 
supervisory position.

Hosts: When students are in their practicum are 
they allowed to perform actual patient testing and who 
supervises them?
USA: While this varies somewhat from hospital to 
hospital, generally students work on actual equipment 
used for patient testing and perform patient testing 
with close supervision and review of all work. Oversight 
is provided by managers and supervisors.

Hosts: What type of education does the clinical 
instructor have in your schools?
USA: Generally instructors are MTs first and then they 
move into education.

Hosts: Does the USA have a paid educational system 
and are all students eligible?
USA: The students are responsible for funding their 
education but there are various forms of financial 
aid available from scholarships, grants and loans.  
Some are based on financial need and some monies 
may be awarded on academic merit.  In addition, 
some employers will pay for tuition in return for a 
commitment of a certain numbers of years of service.

Summary and Conclusion
It was a privilege to be part of the People to People 
U.S. Laboratory Delegation to Russia. The Delegation 
was given a golden opportunity to view major scientific, 
government, and cultural centers in the heart of Russia. 
We learned some key Russian phrases, enjoyed Russian 
cuisine at traditional Russian restaurants, made new 
friends, and had excellent informational exchanges with 
our Russian counterparts. In brief, the professional and 
cultural program provided great insight about health 
care services and laboratory medicine in Russia and 
contributed significantly to my understanding of the 
history, culture, and people of Russia. 

Whereas nurses and medical doctors currently play a 
key role in Russian laboratory services, I believe that 
developing Medical Technology Education Programs 
will produce more qualified medical technicians and 
technologists who will serve a greater role in the 
laboratory workforce of the future.  On a final note, Dr. 
Hope Kearns initiated discussions about ASCP-BOR 
international certification (ASCPi), which was a topic 
of interest, especially to English-speaking colleagues 
in Russia. The recent issue of the International 
Certification Report was provided to interested 
colleagues, who wish to pursue their interest in ASCPi.
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International Medical 
Technologist, MT(ASCPi)

Melchor Abejon
Terrence Jay Abellano
Adrianne Ablola
Normel Adarve
Maricar Agrasada
Frese Alarcon
Ma Zenaida Alfaro
Diana Dame Alicer
Edwin Amora
Hun Hoon An
Emilianita Andaya
Ivy Andrade
Anthony Arcega
Teresita Arispe
Dorethy Joy Arquiza
Andy Atimama
Novie Grace Aurora
Charmaine Avila
Ma Theresa Baggay
Kristine Kathleen Batoon
Danny Bautista
Celvin Bernardo
Ann Sharon Bibit Chee
Giovanna Cheryl Boter
Jeana Bringas
Elaine Briones
Narcibelle Marie Buse
Francis Bustillos
Maria Ressylene Buyag
Marc Caladman
Kristine Caldona
Marie Antonette Carpio
Francis Allen Castillo
Karen Castro
Catherine Clado
Alain Coros
Cerelyn Dacula
Carlo Davac

Marie Therese De Castro
Kevin Lee De Guzman
Vivian Dela Cruz
Bernadette Enderez
Roy Enego
Andro Eslabra
Nelson Fusingan Jr
Annaflor Gabriel
Jolecis Galao
Johnaliza Gatchalian
Tuesday Girado
Corine Gonzales Lei
Ginalyn Guillermo
Ma Flordeliza Gutierrez
Frances Paulette Hernaez
Vanessa Hipol
Neil Mark Hubiera
Jungsil Hwang
Gibeom Hwang
Marinel Iglesia
Richard Ilumin
Germaine Jabonero
Noel Jamila
Maricel Jara
Jennie Joanino
Hyunjung Kim
Jihyun Kim
Eun Young Kim
Robert John Lamis
Robie Landicho
Evelyn Latoza
Sunette Lawas
Katrina Lee
Tristan Regmond Lingat
Farrah Aya Lopez
Edgar Jr Lucero
Princess Joy Magampon
Bernald Magno Jr
Dean Antonio Mallare
Geraldine Mallare
Cheung Man Keung

Jerome Paul Marigundon
Anna Lisa Medina
Celerino Mercado
Darwin Jay Michael
Rodolfo II Miel
Maria Rowena Rosario Molar
Marianne Morales
Jose Lemuel Nadorra
Arnie Natividad
Dianelle Rose Obando
Gary Ong
Lowel Ordono
Ma Lourdes Rosita Jr Orenza
Michelle Orque
Alexander Ortega
Ma Socorro Pagdanganan
Julius Ceazar Papango
Ronald Joseph Paracuelles
Guillermo Parreno
Sheila Marie Pena
Cherry Blossom Raymundo
Rochelle Reodica
Tesha Dawn Restificar
Rhani Resuello
Jeong-ae Roh
Jury Ronquillo
Sophia Lou Rosal
Senen Rosario Jr
Rosette Marja-Leena Rosete
Rally Rutaquio
Mary Grace Salayog
Dave Arvin Sanidad
Ma Criselma Santos
Arlyn Saringo
Farrah Semilla
Melanie Sera
Lea Severino
Nimalyn Sulleza
Maree France Supnet
Joanna Tangub
Ameliza Tisbe

Alma Tomamao
Marvine Velasco
Stephenson Vidal
Hyacinth Faye Villamala
Rogelio Viloria
Marichu Vince Cruz
Sharon Carmela Viray

International Technologist 
in Molecular Pathology, 
MP(ASCPi)

Eun Kyeung Kim

International Medical 
Laboratory Technician, 
MLT(ASCPi)

Yi Rang Kim
Byoungchul Lim
Sung Hee Park
Jung Youn Seo
Soyoung Yoon

International Phlebotomy 
Technician, PBT(ASCPi)

Wai Sim Au
Siu Ming Cheng
Sze Ki Lam
Ho Ying Leung
So Wah Li
Pui Yin Edwin Tam
Tir Wing
Ting Yin Wong
Yin Hung Wong
Wai Ling Wong

Congratulations to our newest 
ASCPi International Certif icants!

Certified July 1, 2008 through October 31, 2008

International Certification Report

“Being an immigrant is not an easy situation and ASCP 

provided the avenue for me to re-establish my career.”
 
         Ruel B Mirasol, MT(ASCPi)
          UCLA Microbiology 


